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A profile has been hacked. Several stolen pictures, including those of my daughter, were published on the social network
by someone who used my account. They are labeled as "featured". All of the data was removed from my account and
there are multiple messages sent to my accounts from the last several months. Next to "More" I have a link to a web

page, Instagram hacked. I can also choose to change my password. I change it and realize that I should not have
followed the person who had hacked me. My friends know nothing about it. I feel like a thief! I decide to take the risk to
change the password from my account. I get my access to the account from another device. I log in to Instagram on my

smartphone and go to my Instagram profile. I log out of my account from my phone and log in to Instagram through
Facebook. Now it is dangerous. I feel like the thief! As soon as I log in through Facebook again, I have a new Instagram
Profile picture. When I log in to my account, I get the notification that my password is incorrect. I need to change the
password. I do this, and get a new email from Facebook. I log in to Instagram and see my account. Only the password
has been changed. I now have to recreate my account! In the morning, I check my mail again and there is a message
from Facebook telling me that my Instagram account was restored. A little bit later, I call them up and ask if they have

any further help for me. "Unfortunately, we cannot help you further," says the gentleman. "Your account was restored." I
am astonished. I call the same gentleman again and leave a message. This time he is a lady and he promises to call me

back. It takes a few days, but she calls me up. I have to translate her English into German for my own benefit.
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Hello Hannah, I saw you are trying to figure
out Instagram. I love you for that and I truly

believe that you can come back. Instagram is
the best social network that there is and you
know that. I am not a fan of some bad users,

but I want to make a friendly observation.
There are thousands of people that have a lot

of followers that are just evil ones. Do you
know who they are? Do you understand how

they get their followers? You can see how they
got their number on your photos. (There is a
reason why they get more likes than you do).
Do you understand why they just let you down
and deny that they ever even followed you? Do
you have a magic wand? Do you have a photo

of you with the said people? This is where I
hope you will get better. I have followed you

for a while now, I am positive that you can get
back on Instagram. Would you like to say hello
to each other? That would be great. Thank you

so much! Denise I want to tell you that I can
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see the difference in the pics you have posted
now. They look more professional than in the
last one. I have been following you for a long
time now. I was completely surprised to see

that you are already 16k followers on
Instagram. Good for you! I am happy for you
because I never thought you could get that,
but I am sure that you will reach much more

followers. I see that you have a lot of
collaborations with brands. That is a good way

to get more followers because they will be
interested in what you do. I have more tips for

you. So I will ask you some questions? I am
interested in what you have to say.
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